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§Decomposing
§Counting
§Subitizing
§Sequencing
§Linking sets to numerals
§Place value



§What have you been doing?
§What did you notice about 
your students?
§What are you wondering
about?



§Materials: unfix cubes, base ten blocks, ten 
frames, 100 grids and 120 charts

§Tasks
§Make a number – represent in many forms
§Ten frame games – Build and Change, Make 10, 

Make 20
§Five Towers
§Stars
§Race to 100
§Place the Digits
§Digit Place





§children’s thinking
§children’s informal 
knowledge 
§children’s strategies

§whole number operations
§problem types



§Direct modeling
§Counting
§Derived number facts



§Result unknown
§8 + 3 = ___

§Start unknown
§___ + 3 = 11

§Change unknown
§8 + ___ = 11



“Supporting children to pose 
problems for themselves as they 
engage in play or other activities 

is mathematically productive 
and often leads to the creation 
of problems that children care 

about and understand.”

Young Children’s Mathematics: Cognitively Guided Instruction in 
Early Childhood Education (2017), p. 110



§opportunities for students to extend and 
synthesize their thinking about problem 
types, number relationships and counting

§spaces for students to share glimpses into 
their stories, their lives, their family, their 
culture, their community

§connections between informal and formal 
mathematics

§opportunities for students to see themselves 
as the ones who pose mathematical 
problems



§Unpack an intentionally chosen problem 
with the students.

§ Invite students to prose their own problems 
based on the problem type shared. Ask 
them to consider the mathematical 
structure of the problem and what stories 
or context would make sense. Students 
choose number range, context and how 
they will represent their problem.



§Colin took 33 marbles to 
school. 
§When he got to school, 
there were only 18 marbles 
in his pockets. 
§How many fell out on his 
way to school?























§Think about a time when you had to 
measure something. 
§What did you need to consider? 
§What did you do?







§connecting our 
thinking about size, 
shape and symmetry

















§jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca
§on Twitter @jnovakowski38
§on Instagram @jnovakowski
§Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog
http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath
§district blog:
http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/


